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Summary

Two friends, a tadpole and a fish, live in a pond until the tadpole becomes a frog and leaves. He brings back fantastic
descriptions of the outside world and the fish tries to explore this other world for himself. However, he finds out that
he cannot breathe outside the water and is saved by the frog.

Guidelines for Philosophical Discussion

By Amani Talwar

There are actually a few philosophical issues in this story. 

When the frog describes birds, cows and people, the fish imagines them as fishlike creatures with a few special
features. Most children would say that such creatures do not exist. You can ask how they can be sure of this, which
would lead to a discussion about how we know what we know.

The story clearly shows that there is one thing that the frog can do but the fish cannot: breathe outside of water. You
can start an interesting discussion about whether this limitation makes the fish inferior to the frog. This can be
extended to a conversation about human capabilities and what it means not to be able to do something that others can.

Questions for Philosophical Discussion

Look at the kinds of creatures the fish is imagining.

1. Do you think it is possible that these creatures exist?
2. Is it possible to know that something exists without having seen it yourself? 
3. How do we decide this? 
4. What are some different ways that we come to have knowledge?
5. Sometimes, we read stories about things we have never seen or experienced before. For example, most of us

have read stories in which animals speak to each other in English, although none of us have seen talking animals
before. It’s easy to imagine this in our heads. But how do we know that what we are imagining is not real?
Could it be real? How do we know it is "just pretend?"

6. Have you ever had a dream that felt so real when you were dreaming, you thought it was real life? If it felt real
but was still a dream, how do you know you’re not dreaming now?

Confirmation and ruling things out

1. ("Coming back to the question") Do you think it is possible that these creatures exist?
2. Think of a cow with fins swimming in a pond. 

Could such a creature exist?
Does such a creature exist?
How do you know?

3. Suppose part of our definition of "cow" is "a big animal, too big to swim in a pond."
Now can we be sure that a cow with fins swimming in a pond does or does not really exist?
(To those who say "Yes, we can be sure") How can we say this without having seen every part of every
pond in the world?

4. Please define a crow. (Looking for "black" and "bird" as constituents of the definition.)
5. If you saw a white bird that looked exactly like a crow (maybe it's an albino), would it still be a crow?



6. Would you have to change your definition of "crow"? How/to what?
7. Can the statement "all crows are black" be true? Certainly/always true?
8. (List the following and discuss)

All crows are black.
Some crows are black.
One crow is black.
One crow is white.
One crow is not black.
No crows are not black.
No green things are crows.
All green things are not crows.
One green thing is a crow.
All not-black things are not crows.

(Now show a not-black object, e.g. a green vase)
Does this prove that all crows are black?
Does this help confirm that all crows are black?
(Point out that it's a green object, but not a crow, therefore supports the statement "All green things are not
crows."
(Discuss confirmation)
Does any amount of evidence prove that all crows are black? That no horses have wings?

The fish finds out that he cannot breathe outside water, although the frog can.

1. Are there things the fish can do that the frog cannot?
2. Do you think the frog is better than the fish?
3. Does it make sense to compare the frog and the fish?
4. How could you compare the frog and the fish?
5. Have you ever been to a county fair, or a dog show? Did you see unlike animals compared? How could this be

done fairly?
6. Have you ever tried doing something and then realized you just can’t do it, even though some other people can?
7. Some people are better than others at certain things, like shooting baskets or jumping rope. If a person is better

at something than other people, does that make her a better person?
8. Think of the following abilities:

Hunter
Farmer
Lifts heavy things
Reads and writes

9. Could these be valuable? Important? 
10. Could a person who is good at these things be valuable? More valuable? Important? More important?
11. Could you say that such a person is more important? More valuable? Better?

The tadpole changes as it grows up.

1. Can you remember being 3 years old?
2. Are you the same as you were when you were 3 years old?
3. Are you the same person?
4. Will you be the same person when you are 18 years old? When you are one year older than you are now? One

day older? One second older?
5. Would it be fair to punish you for something you did when you were 3?
6. Would it be fair to punish you when you're 18 years old for something you did yesterday?
7. Is it fair to give you a reward for something you did one week ago?
8. After the tadpole turns into a frog, is it the same animal?
9. How much do you have to change before you are no longer yourself?

10. What does it mean to say "he's/she's a different person?"



The fish got in trouble when it jumped out of the water onto the bank.

1. Is this what really happens? (Answer: No - real fish flop around vigorously and usually, since the bank slopes,
flop back in to the water)

2. Have you ever heard the expression "a fish out of water?" (discuss)
3. The fish thought "This world was surely the most beautiful of all worlds." Is the fish right? Is the fish wrong?
4. Would you like to live in that world? Could you?
5. What does the fish mean at the very end when it says "Fish is fish?"
6. The fish wanted to be able to jump around "like his friend" the frog. 

Can a fish jump? Can a frog jump? 
Can a fish swim? Can a frog swim?
If a fish and frog can do all the same things, does that make them alike?

7. Is there anything the frog can do that the fish can't? (Looking for "breathe air" or "breathe out of water")
8. Could the frog always breathe out of water?
9. When it couldn't, was it a fish?

10. How was it different from a fish?
11. If it wasn't any different, does the fact that it will be different in the future make it different now? (Like, "a

tadpole is a fish that will turn into a frog.")
12. Should the fish treat the frog differently if it somehow knows the frog will be different in the future?
13. (Ask who has a little brother or sister.) Should you treat your little brother/sister in a special way now because

they'll be grown up someday?
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